RA VISION HIGH PERFORMANCE SUNGLASSES

These high performance sunglasses are specifically designed for use with helmets and headsets. The frame: The frames are made of lightweight and flexible titanium metal that easily slide thru the ear pad of the helmet or headset. The frames contour the head and allows for the seal of noise canceling earpieces to be maintained. The “wrap” or curvature of the frames and lens allows sun protection for the wearer’s peripheral vision as well as forward facing. The Lens: The lens is made of a revolutionary Trivex® material that features optical qualities similar to glass and surpasses the light weight and scratch resistance of polycarbonate lenses while providing 100% protection against UVA and UVB rays.

Gray Lens ..........P/N 13-11671..........$99.00

Belt Loop Eye Glass Case
Safe and secure way to make sure your glasses, cell phones and other items are always available. The case has a pen pocket and accessory strap to attach a pager, a small flashlight or clip item. 1000 dernier cordura exterior, soft padded durable lining. Black color.
P/N 13-00699.........$12.95

AMERICAN OPTICAL SUNGLASSES
Performance-tested sunglasses with classic aviator styling. The Original Pilot Sunglass® has been a favorite of US military pilots for more than 40 years. Engineered to rigid military specifications and issued to millions of US soldiers, sailors, marines and airmen since 1958.
The rugged and sturdy structure and high quality finishing of the steel alloy frame coupled with distortion free, toughened and polished True Color® glass lens have made the AO Flight Gear® Collection the standard bearer of all fine military sunglasses.

ORIGINAL PILOT (SQUARED) GENERAL (OVAL)

52MM.....P/N 13-03212.......$82.75
52MM.....P/N 13-03214...$85.75
58MM.....P/N 13-03215...$86.75

AV-SUN SUNGLASSES
Sunglasses for pilots with excellent vision. Feature gradient tint with UV protection, the same tint as used by U.S. fighter pilots! Allow you to see air traffic under bright conditions outside and maps and instruments under low light conditions inside.

AV-SUN 180 AV-SUN GOLD AVIATOR AV-SUN GOLD PILOT
P/N 13-12763 ....$139.95/P/N 13-12755 ....$59.95/P/N 13-12756 ...$59.95

AV-SUN TITANIUM CLASSIC AV-SUN TITANIUM FLYER AV-SUN TITANIUM AVIATOR
P/N 13-12758 ...$79.95/P/N 13-12759 ...$79.95/P/N 13-12760 ...$79.95

X-CAPE ELECTRIC SCOOTERS

A pilots best friend! Having trouble getting around, waiting for taxi service or the bus after you arrive at your destination? Walk around no more! This patent technology makes folding and unfolding the scooter fast and convenient. In less than one second, the X-Bird is ready to ride or to comfortably fit into your closet or trunk. The X-Bird was built to fit in a small airplane, car trunk, bus.
X-Bird scooters are made from high-quality aerospace aluminum alloy. This makes the scooter incredible strong, lightweight, and anti-corrosive. The X-Bird is the most economically and environmentally efficient means of transportation. Cut the time of your commute while having a blast doing it!

Speed: 13 miles per hour
Distance: 25-30 miles
Charging Time: 4 hours
Weight: 34 pounds
Weight Capacity: 250 pounds

Black..................................................P/N 13-19799..........................$999.00
White..................................................P/N 13-19801..........................$999.00

X-BIRD ELECTRIC SCOOTERS

A pilots best friend! Having trouble getting around, waiting for taxi service or the bus after you arrive at your destination? Walk around no more! This patent technology makes folding and unfolding the scooter fast and convenient. In less than one second, the X-Bird is ready to ride or to comfortably fit into your closet or trunk. The X-Bird was built to fit in a small airplane, car trunk, bus.
X-Bird scooters are made from high-quality aerospace aluminum alloy. This makes the scooter incredible strong, lightweight, and anti-corrosive. The X-Bird is the most economically and environmentally efficient means of transportation. Cut the time of your commute while having a blast doing it!

Top Range: 25-30 Miles
Top Speed: 15 Miles
Charging Time: 4.5 Hours
Weight: 42lbs
Carrying Capacity: 330lbs
Normal Dimension Folded Dimension: 37” x 21.5” x 35.8” / 999*547*910
mm 18.5” x 12” x 36.8” / 470*306*910
Battery: LG 18650 lithium battery 10 AH36 V
Hub Motor: 300W Brushless toothless motor Maximum torque 8N.M
Gradability: Static 8° Dynamic 15°
Braking Distance: 15mph Dry 10 ft / 3 m / 15mph Wet 17 ft / 5 m
Front Wheel: 10”
Rear Wheel: 8”

Weight: 34 pounds
Distance: 25-30 miles
Speed: 13 miles per hour

Black..................................................P/N 13-19799..........................$1,299.00
Green..................................................P/N 13-19802..........................$1,299.00
White..................................................P/N 13-19803..........................$1,299.00
Grey..................................................P/N 13-19804..........................$1,299.00
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